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�ishman Transducers (www.fishman.com) has recently 

moved into a new facility in Andover, MA, just north 

of Boston. The facility itself is 34,000ft2, with 5000ft2 of 

additional space available on the first floor and 40,000ft2 

more available on the second floor. Fishman was formed 

by Larry Fishman in 1981 and currently has 55 employees.  

Three-fourths of surveyed systems integrators expect 

their residential-install revenues to grow this year, up from 

only a third who said their businesses grew in 2009, accord-

ing to a fourth-quarter survey by Parks Associates (www.

parksassociates.com) and the Custom Electronic Design 
& Installation Association (CEDIA, www.cedia.net). 

The survey polled installation companies that install home 

controls, entertainment systems, and energy-management 

solutions, including multi-room audio, home theater, low-

voltage wiring, and security and control systems. The 

installers’ forecasts exclude commercial-venue installations.

In a separate study, Parks forecasts integrators’ residential-

install revenues will rise 6.6% in 2010 to $8.9 billion, 

reversing two consecutive years of declines. In 2009, 

revenues fell 4.6%, preceded by a 6.5% drop in 2008. 

The two-year drop followed 2007’s single-digit percentage 

gain of 8.8, which followed years of double-digit gains. 

The industry-wide estimates reflect installer-level revenues, 

including hardware sales and labor charges.

The upturn in installer sentiment and forecast channel 

revenues tracks a January 2010 forecast by the National 
Association of Home Builders (NAHB, www.nahb.com), 

which projected that single-family housing starts would 

increase 35% in 2010 following four years of double-digit 

percentage declines. The housing start declines peaked in 

2008 with a whopping 40.5% drop, Census Bureau statis-

tics show. In releasing details of the installer survey, Parks 

said 54% of surveyed integrators reported 2009 revenue 

declines, with reported declines averaging 4.1%. Another 

13% said their revenues remained the same in 2009 and 

33% reported revenues increased in 2009. 

Among the third of polled installers whose sales grew in 

2009, many had diversified to focus more on retrofit and 

upgrade opportunities, the survey found. In fact, retrofit 

projects accounted for an average 63% of installers’ 2009 

revenues. Other installers who grew in 2009 hired more 

sales staff and enhanced their customer support.
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Installers also plan to diversify their product offerings. 

Although integrators continue to generate two-thirds of 

their revenue from A/V systems, the survey found, many 

plan to diversify in 2010 by offering lighting controls and 

solar panels for the first time. About 40% of integrators 

plan to begin installing photovoltaic solar panels, and 

another 38% are investigating the market to determine 

whether they should do so, the survey found.

U.S. Single-Family Housing Starts, Forecast  
(in thousands of units) 

Starts  

1945 325.0  

1959 1,234.0  

2005 1,715.8 (+6.7%) 

2006 1,465.4 (-14.6%) 

2007 1,046.0 (-28.6%) 

2008 622.0 (-40.5%) 

2009 443.5 (-28.7%) 

2010* 600.0 (+34.9%)

CEDIA has unveiled a new member’s benefit program 

that will help dealers better manage their inventory. The 

new Inventory Exchange program creates a forum where 

CEDIA electronic systems contractor (ESC) members can 

arrange to buy and sell excess inventory, the association said. 

Manufacturers, however, “have the ability to approve which 

dealers are eligible to sell their products and which brands 

can be sold,” CEDIA marketing director Jamie Riley told 

TWICE (consumer electronics trade publication, www.

twice.com). The program is free and open exclusively to 

CEDIA members. It is designed to enable members to list 

excess inventory or other products they wish to unload from 

their shelves and browse listings from fellow members to 

make up for shortages. Members can easily post products 

with a minimum asking price. Product listings are search-

able by brand name, keyword, or category.

Members may post products from participating manu-

facturer companies that have agreed to allow their products 

to be listed. Participating manufacturers may restrict those 

who buy or sell their product.  Participation in the CEDIA 

Inventory Exchange is free for all CEDIA member ESCs 

and manufacturers. Purchase agreements and payments are 

conducted directly between the buyer and seller. CEDIA 

welcomes ESCs to contact non-participating manufacturers 

and encourage them to participate.

The Mobile Electronics Retailers Association (MERA, 

www.merausa.org) scheduled its KnowledgeFest 2010 trade 

show for October 10-12 in Dallas at the Gaylord Texan 

Resort and Convention Center. The show, which resumes 

after a one-year lapse, will feature more than 50,000ft2 of 

exhibit space, manufacturer product training, and more 

than 20 workshops “designed by, and for owners, managers, 

salespeople, and installation technicians,” the association 

said. For the first time, the event will feature exhibits and 

training sessions for “The Connected Car” and “Driver’s 

Safety” categories, which MERA said “will become an 

important part of the mobile electronics retailer’s business 

in the near future.” 

Potential exhibitors and sponsors interested in participat-

ing may contact MERA at (800) 949-MERA or exhibit@

merausa.org for more information. Because of the economic 

downturn, MERA cancelled last year’s KnowledgeFest. The 

association later approved the purchase of the trade group 

by InstallerNet (www.installernet.com), which organized 

a national network of home and car electronics installers 

who perform installs for major retailers. The major retailers 

offer InstallerNet installation gift cards for use with pur-

chased products. The customer buys the card and calls an 

800 number to be directed to the local InstallerNet retailer 

who performs the installation for a set price. Following 

its purchase last year by InstallerNet, the association 

changed its name back to the Mobile Electronics Retailers 

Association following a brief period during which it was 

called Mobile Enhancement Retailers Association. The first 

KnowledgeFest was held in 1995.

Traffic and decibel levels picked up at the 24th annual 

Spring Break Nationals (www.springbreaknationals.com), 

where attendance grew to more than 14,000, the number 

of supplier and retailer booths grew to 50 from 30, and 

two world records were broken in an IASCA dBL com-

petition. Traffic at the consumer/trade event “is starting to 

ramp up in a big way,” according to Harman Consumer’s 
Christopher Dragon, whose JBL brand exhibited at the 
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March 13-14 event at the Ocean Center convention center. 

“We saw an increase in consumers looking for ways to make 

their cars sound better and not just checking out the cars.”

Exhibiting manufacturers new to the event included AVI 
Electronics, Rainbow, VMAX, and Addictive Audio. They 

were joined by returning exhibitors Sony, JVC, Orion, 

Polk Audio, Crossfire, Audiopipe, American Bass, and 

Beyma. The event featured custom show cars from Florida 

car audio dealers, including a dealer from Puerto Rico 

who shipped two vehicles through US Customs, and more 

celebrities, such as Funkmaster Flex and his stage show fea-

turing emcee Ray DeJean and artists Trina, DJ Khaled, and 

Dorrough performing to the audience. TV’s Will Castro of 

“Unique Autosports” showed customized vehicles in the JL 
Audio booth and signed autographs. Other events included 

bikini contests, Papa John’s pizza-eating contests, and car 

audio prize giveaways by Lars of Mars and DJ Billy E, who 

spun some of his newly released bass beats.

The IASCA, MECA, and dB drag racing competitions 

attracted about 400 competitors, with two world records 

broken in IASCA’s IdBL competition. One contestant hit 

155.5dB in the Stock 1 class, and another hit 182.4dB in 

the Ultimate 2 class. Next year’s silver-anniversary Spring 

Break Nationals will expand the event to three days, March 

19-21, to accommodate a trade-only day on Monday fol-

lowing two weekend days of mixed consumer and trade 

traffic. Last year, the Ocean Center expanded by adding 

100,000ft2 of exhibit space and 23 dedicated breakout 

rooms to its 60,000ft2 arena.

The Harman Performance AV (HPAV) Group (www.

harman.com), which has been touring the country for 

almost six months with a 7,500ft2 mobile showroom, 

exhibited in New York in March. One of two rooms within 

the truck features a JBL Synthesis home-theater audio sys-

tem and an HD projector.

HPA’s 7,500ft2 truck adds mobility to high-end home 

audio systems. The next stop was the Architectural Digest 

Home Design Show in New York City from March 18-21. 

The Harman truck houses an audiophile room and a home-

theater room. The audiophile room features a two-channel 

audio system consisting of Mark Levinson No53 ampli-

fiers, a Mark Levinson No326S preamplifier, and a Mark 

Levinson No512 CD/SACD player powering two Revel 

Ultima Salon2 speakers. The home-theater room consists 

of a JBL Synthesis setup, including JBL K2S9900 speakers 

for the main speakers, S4Ai surround speakers, four JBL 

Synthesis S820 amplifiers, a Lexicon BD-30 Blu-ray player 

and an HD projection system. 

Cerwin-Vega (www.cerwinvega.com) launched its first 

new home audio products in four years with the introduction 

of the XLS series of eight in-room speakers, which replaces 

the CLS series. The new series consists of four towers priced 

from $299 to $599 each, a $99 bookshelf, a $149 center 

channel, and two powered subs at $399 and $499. XLS 

refines the CLS design and engineering by adding upgraded 

drivers, horns, and baffles to deliver more power han-

dling capacity, improved articulation and intelligibility, and 

improved low-frequency performance, a spokesperson said.  

  The series also delivers improved on- and off-axis fre-

quency response through new high- and mid-frequency 

waveguides, which also deliver smoother response at the 

crossover regions and greater control of the overall disper-

sion, the company said. Improved internal bracing and 

new port dimensions and placement drastically reduce 

enclosure resonances and port noise. New cosmetic features 

add Cerwin-Vega’s standard red surround to the midrange 

drivers, joining the woofers to offer a new look when the 

grilles are off.

Cerwin-Vega home products are sold through national 

big-box retailers, including Radio Shack, Ritz Camera, 

and Sears, as well as such online dealers as Amazon. 

Cerwin-Vega’s home, car, and pro audio businesses were 

purchased by the Stanton Group in October 2002. Until 

then, Cerwin Vega had been family-owned since its 1954 

founding by Gene Czerwinski. The group, which later sold 

off the car audio business, also owns studio-monitor maker 

KRK Systems and Stanton DJ.
Consumer confidence in the overall economy dropped 

in February, according to the latest figures released from 

the Consumer Electronics Association (CEA, www.ce.org) 

and CNET (www.cnet.com). After reaching a seven month 

high in January, the CEA-CNET Index of Consumer 

Expectations (ICE) dropped nearly eight points this month 

to 165.2.  The ICE, which measures consumer expecta-

tions about the broader economy, is down more than 

seven points from last month and is at its lowest level since 

October 2008. Year-over-year, the ICE is down less than a 

point. 

Consumers remain wary as the economy continues to 

find its footing, according to Shawn DuBravac, CEA’s 

chief economist and director of research. Consumers 

remain concerned over the employment market and their 

own personal financial health in the months to come. The 

CEA-CNET Index of Consumer Technology Expectation 

(ICTE) also fell in February to 82.0, down nearly two 

points from last month. The ICTE remains high despite 

falling three consecutive months after reaching an all-time 

high in November 2009. The ICTE is up more than thir-

teen and a half points from this time last year. Technology 

continues to show its resiliency despite concerns regarding 

the overall direction of the economy. The CEA-CNET 

Indexes are composed of the ICE and ICTE, both of which 

are updated on a monthly basis through consumer surveys. 

New data is released on the fourth Tuesday of each month. 

CEA and CNET have been tracking index data since 

January 2007. To find current and past indexes, charts, 

methodology and future release dates, log on to www.

CEACNETindexes.org.

Despite a drop in overall confidence, retail sales of con-

sumer electronics rose 5.8% in February over the year-ago 

period, according to a report from MasterCard Advisors 
(www.mastercardadvisors.com). The increase followed a 

0.4% rise in January and represents the sixth consecu-

tive monthly gain in CE sales, the financial consultancy 

said. The growth came despite severe winter weather that 

crippled much of the Mid-Atlantic, Northeast, and North 
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Central regions, and was achieved without extreme dis-

counting, the company said. The report attributed the 

February increase in part to easy year-over-year compari-

sons. Also enjoying a strong month was the e-commerce 

channel, where sales spiked 16.7% year-over-year. While 

e-tailers may have benefited from the severe weather, it 

was the seventh straight month of double-digit growth for 

online sales.

CEA has announced the 

finalists for the 2010 Mark of 

Excellence Awards, presented 

by CEA through the asso-

ciation’s TechHome Division. 

Winners were announced 

at an awards reception on 

March 26, during the elev-

enth annual Electronic 

House Expo (EHX) 2010, 

which returns to the Orange 

County Convention Center 

in Orlando, Florida, March 

25-27. The award for the 

Speaker System of the Year 

went to Paradigm Electronics 

Inc. for their Paradigm 

Special Edition Series (www. 

paradigm.com).                 VC

Industry News and Developments
By Vance Dickason

128th AES Convention
The 128th AES Convention is taking place May 22-25, 

at the Novotel hotel, West London, UK. This year’s theme, 

“Make the Right Connections,” extends to the usual work-

shops, tutorials, technical papers, and the exhibition floor. 

For more, visit www.aes.org.

The results of the AES elections for 2010 officers is as 

follows:

President Elect: James A. (Jim) Kaiser

Vice President Central US and Canada: Frank Wells

Vice President Central Europe: Bozena Kostek

Vice President Latin America: Joel Vieira De Brito

Vice President International: Kimio Hamasaki

Governors: David Josephson, David Murphy, and Agnieszka 

Roginska

These new officers join AES current board members 

Diemer de Vries (President), Jim Anderson (Past President), 

Bob Lee (Secretary), Garry Margolis (Treasurer), Peter G. 

Cook (VP), Sean Olive (VP), Antonio Oliveira (VP), Jan 

Pedersen (VP), Durand Begault (Governor), David Bowles 

(Governor), Michael Fleming (Governor), Bob Moses 

(Governor), and Wieslaw Woszczyk (Governor).           VC
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Test Bench

Morel and B&C
By Vance Dickason

�his month’s Test Bench almost parallels last month’s col-

umn and includes a very high-end 6  home audio driver 

and a high powered pro sound woofer. Samples that were 

submitted for this issue of Voice Coil came from two well-

respected and outstanding OEMs: Morel, headquartered in 

Israel, and B&C—the well-known Italian Pro Sound OEM. 

Morel’s latest model is a hybrid neodymium/ferrite motor, 

the 6.0  carbon fiber/Nextel sandwich cone SCW 636. B&C 

offers a new neo motor 18  subwoofer, the 18SW115-4.

Morel SCW 636
The SCW 636 (Photo 1) is a by-product of the fat lady 

project at Morel. The fat lady speaker is a very elaborate high-

end three-way home audio design that has a curved shaped 

enclosure that features an outer layer of lacquered carbon fiber 

optimally mixed with fiberglass and epoxy resin. Utilizing the 

very latest in manufacturing techniques, Morel has produced 

a mold that gave their R&D team total freedom to produce 

a design that is both acoustically and visually interesting. The 

curved shape enclosure (go to www.morelfhifi.com for details 

on this design) with no straight lines functions in a manner 

similar to a musical instrument. 

Unlike conventional loudspeakers, it has absolutely no 

internal damping: the inside of the cabinet is empty. The 

enclosure is allowed to vibrate in a controlled manner along 

with the drive units and uses this energy as part of the 

reproduced sound. The clever part is that the cabinet “sings” 

with the drive unit but stops immediately when the drive 

unit stops so there are no delayed resonances. According to 

Morel, the result is a speaker that sounds as though it has 

no cabinet at all.

Similar to the cabinet utilized in the fat lady speaker, the 

Morel SCW 636 uses a three-layer composite cone and dust 

cap that combines carbon fiber/Rohacell/carbon fiber that is 

both light weight and very stiff. The remainder of the cone 

assembly includes a NBR surround, cloth spider, and a 3  

diameter voice coil using an aluminum former wound with 

aluminum Hexatech wire (Hexatech wire is multi-sided 

voice coil wire that provides a higher density winding than 

standard round wire). The complete assembly is loaded into 

a propriety diecast aluminum frame that has minimum 

reflective surfaces trademarked by Morel as “Uniflow.”

The motor structure uses the Morel hybrid technology 

that combines a ferrite ring magnet with a neodymium 

slug type magnet. This also includes a distortion reducing 

Faraday shield (shorting ring) in the form of a copper cap 

on the pole piece. The voice coil lead wires are terminated 

to a pair of gold-plated terminals.

I began testing the SCW 636 using the LinearX LMS 

analyzer and VIBox to produce both voltage and admit-

tance (current) curves with the driver clamped to a rigid test 

fixture in free-air at 0.3V, 1V, 3V, 6V, and 10V. I discarded 

both 10V curves because the software was not about to get a 

good curve fit and the driver was too nonlinear at that volt-

age level. Next, I post-processed the remaining eight 550 

point stepped sine wave sweeps for each sample and divided 

the voltage curves by the current curves (admittance) to 

produce impedance curves, phase added using LMS calcu-

lation method, and along with the accompanying voltage 

curves, loaded into the LEAP 5 Enclosure Shop software. 

Besides the LEAP 5 LTD model results, I also generated 

a LEAP 4 TSL model set of parameters using just the 1V 

free-air curves. I selected the final data, which includes the 

multiple voltage impedance curves for the LTD model (see 

Fig. 1 for the 1V free-air impedance curve) and the 1V 

impedance curve for the TSL model, and produced the 

parameters in order to perform the computer box simula-

tions. Table 1 compares the LEAP 5 LTD and TSL data 

FIGURE 1: Morel SCW 636 woofer free-air impedance plot.

��������	�
������������������

 TSL model  LTD model  Factory
 sample 1 sample 2 sample 1 sample 2  

FS 32.5Hz 32.1Hz 32.4Hz 31.0Hz 40Hz      
REVC 4.30 4.31 4.30 4.31 4.50    
Sd 0.0121 0.0121 0.0121 0.0121 0.0119
QMS 1.11 1.08 1.02 0.77 1.76      
QES 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.28 0.35   
QTS 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.21 0.29         
VAS 31.1 ltr 31.9 ltr 31.6 ltr 37.4 ltr 18.5 ltr     
SPL 2.83V 87.3dB 87.0dB 86.7dB 87.1dB 87.0dB        
XMAX 5.0mm 5.0mm 5.0mm 5.0mm 5.0mm
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PHOTO 1: Morel SCW 636.
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and factory parameters for both SCW 636 samples.

Looking at the data in Table 1, the F0/Qt ratios between 

the measured data and the factory data are reasonably close, 

although you do see a variance between the Vas numbers. 

However, following my standard “Test Bench” protocol, I 

produced two computer enclosure simulations using the 

LEAP LTD parameters for Sample 1. I produced two box 

simulations, one sealed and one vented. For the closed box 

simulation I used a 0.16ft3 enclosure with 50% fiberglass 

fill material, and for the vented box, a 0.23ft3 QB3 type 

vented alignment with 15% fiberglass fill material and 

tuned to 47.6Hz.

Figure 2 illustrates the results for the SCW 636 in the 

sealed and vented boxes at 2.83V and at a voltage level 

high enough to increase cone excursion to Xmax + 15% 

(5.75mm). This yielded a F3 = 83Hz with a box/driver 

����������	���
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FIGURE 2: Morel SCW 636 computer box simulations (A = sealed at 

2.83V; B = vented at 2.83V; C = sealed at 26.5V; D = vented at 30V).

FIGURE 3: Group delay curves for the 2.83V curves in Fig. 2.

FIGURE 4: Cone excursion curves for the 26.5/30V curves in Fig. 2.
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Qtc of 0.73 for the 0.16ft3 sealed enclosure and –3dB = 

67.5Hz for the 0.23ft3 vented simulation. Increasing the 

voltage input to the simulations until the maximum linear 

cone excursion was reached resulted in 107dB at 26.5V 

for the sealed enclosure simulation and 109dB with a 30V 

input level for the larger vented box (see Figs. 3 and 4 for 

the 2.83V group delay curves and the 26.5/30V excursion 

curves).

Klippel analysis for the Morel 6  woofer produced the 

Bl(X), Kms(X) and Bl and Kms symmetry range plots given 

in Figs. 5-8. The Bl(X) curve for the SCW 636 (Fig. 5) 

is rather broad, but with a substantial tilt in the coil-out 

direction. Looking at the Bl symmetry plot (Fig. 6), this 

curve shows a 3mm coil forward (coil out) offset at the rest 

position that decreases to 1.4mm offset at about 5mm of 

excursion (Xmax for the Morel 6 ). Figures 7 and 8 give 
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FIGURE 5: Klippel Analyzer Bl (X) curve for the Morel SCW 636.

FIGURE 6: Klippel Analyzer Bl symmetry range curve for the SCW 636.

FIGURE 7: Klippel Analyzer Mechanical Stiffness of Suspension Kms (X) 

curve for the Morel SCW 636.
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the Kms(X) and Kms symmetry range curves. The Kms(X) 

curve is reasonably symmetrical in both directions but again 

with an offset. 

Looking at the Kms Symmetry Range curve, you see a 

constant 1.4mm rearward (coil-in) throughout the operat-

ing range of the driver. This suggests a physical offset that 

is slightly off magnetic zero in the gap area. This will gener-

ally produce 2nd-order harmonic distortion, which for the 

most part is judged as being pleasant and desirable. Note 

that while these offsets are distortion producing, it does not 

indicate that this necessarily degrades the sound quality of 

the driver. Morel, like most of the high-end home and car 

audio manufacturers, does a substantial amount of listening 

in the development of any driver, and because this looks like 

a deliberate displacement, I conclude that while on the sur-

face the Klippel data looks rather out of balance, the SCW 

636 is probably a very good-sounding driver.     

Displacement limiting numbers calculated by the Klippel 

analyzer for the SCW 636 were XBl at 82% Bl = 3.8mm 

and for XC at 75% Cms was 2.9mm, which means that 

for the Morel carbon fiber cone woofer, the compliance is 

the limiting factor for the 10% prescribed distortion level. 

Figure 9 gives the inductance curves L(X) for the SCW 

636. Because the SCW 636 incorporates a copper shorting 

sleeve in the motor system, the result is an extremely minor 

change in inductance throughout the driver’s operating 

range (0.08mH from Xmax in to Xmax out), a key to low 

distortion performance (in this case undesirable 3rd-order 

harmonic distortion).

Following the Klippel testing, I mounted the Morel 6  

woofer in an enclosure which had a 17   8  baffle and was 

filled with damping material (foam) and then measured the 

DUT on- and off-axis from 300Hz to 40kHz frequency 

response at 2.83V/1m using a 100-point gated sine wave 

sweep. Figure 10 gives the SCW 636’s on-axis response 

displaying a very smooth rising response to about 1.8kHz, 

followed by a 4dB drop in SPL leading to a smooth rise to 

a break-up mode at 7kHz, followed by the low-pass rolloff. 

Figure 11 has the on- and off-axis frequency response at 

0, 15, 30, and 45 . -3dB at 30  with respect to the on-axis 

curve occurs at 3.6kHz, higher than most 6  drivers, so a 

crossover somewhat above the usual 3kHz crossover fre-

quency should be appropriate. The last SPL measurement 

is shown in Fig. 12 and gives the two-sample SPL com-

parisons for the 6.0  Morel driver, showing a close match 

throughout the operating range.

For the last group of tests, I employed the Listen Inc. 

SoundCheck analyzer (courtesy of Listen Inc.) to measure 

distortion and generate time frequency plots. Setting up 

for the distortion measurement consisted of mounting 

the woofer rigidly in free-air, and the SPL set to 94dB at 

1m using a noise stimulus (SoundCheck has a software 

generator and SPL meter as two of its utilities), and then 

the distortion measured with the Listen Inc. microphone 

placed 10cm from the dust cap. This produced the distor-

tion curves shown in Fig. 13.

Last, I employed the SoundCheck analyzer to get a 

2.83V/1m impulse response for this driver and imported 
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FIGURE 8: Klippel Analyzer Kms symmetry range curve for the SCW 636.

FIGURE 9: Klippel Analyzer L(X) curve for the Morel SCW 636.

FIGURE 10: Morel SCW 636 on-axis frequency response.

FIGURE 11: Morel SCW 636 on- and off-axis frequency response.
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FIGURE 12: Morel SCW 636 two-sample SPL comparison.

FIGURE 14: Morel SCW 636 SoundCheck CSD waterfall plot.

FIGURE 15: Morel SCW 636 SoundCheck Wigner-Ville plot.FIGURE 13: Morel SCW 636 SoundCheck distortion plot.
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the data into Listen Inc.’s SoundMap Time/Frequency soft-

ware. The resulting CSD waterfall plot is given in Fig. 14 
and the Wigner-Ville logarithmic surface map (for its bet-

ter low-frequency performance) plot in Fig. 15. I designed 

many systems over the years using Morel products, and 

I am certainly a “fan.” The SCW 636 looks like another 

interesting driver from Morel and worth considering. For 

more information on these and the other new Morel driv-

ers, visit www.morelhifi.com.

B&C 18SW115-4
B&C’s 18  subwoofer, the 18SW115-4 (Photos 2 

and 3), is the companion product to their 21  subwoofer, 

the 21SW115-4, both with a very high continuous power 

handling rating of 3.4kW! Needless to say, the feature set 

for this kind of performance is substantial, starting with a 

proprietary cast frame. Like many of B&C’s neodymium 

motor drivers, the frame is very much part of the cooling 

system. This frame has six double spokes, or 12 spokes 

thermally coupled to the large neo ring magnet motor 

structure. Venting is fairly complex and includes six 38mm 

 8mm vents around the periphery of the base of the frame, 

an outwardly tapered 35mm to 55mm pole vent, plus eight 

peripheral 10mm diameter vent holes on the back of the 

motor cup, which obviously taken together provide sub-

stantial air flow throughout the motor structure.

The cone assembly consists of a ribbed 18  cone that 

is coated on both sides plus a large 6.75  diameter convex 

PHOTO 2: B&C 

18SW115 front.

PHOTO 3: B&C 

18SW115 back.
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coated dust cap. Note that this coating is a special TWP 

waterproof coating. Compliance is provided by a triple roll 

coated cloth surround and a double silicone coated cloth 

spider assembly. Coupling the cone assembly to the motor 

is a 4.5  diameter glass fiber split winding voice coil wound 

with round copper wire.

Horsepower for this 26 lb. monster (actually, compared 

to similar performance using ferrite would be considerably 

heavier!) is provided by a large neodymium ring magnet. 

Other motor features include a T-shaped pole and an alu-

minum demodulation ring (aka shorting ring or Faraday 

shield). The voice coil tinsel wires are connected to a set of 

chrome color-coded push terminals.

Testing for the 18SW115 began with the LinearX LMS 

and VIBox to produce both voltage and admittance (cur-

rent) curves with the driver clamped to a rigid test fixture in 

free-air at 1V, 3V, 6V, 10V, 20V, 25V, and 35V. Note that 

the driver remained linear in free air up to the 35V sweep 

and probably would have remained linear up to 40 or 50V. 

But with 97dB sensitivity, it was about all I could take even 

wearing a set of ear protectors. 

Also, please note that I use a procedure that attempts 

to achieve the 3rd time constant on each sweep. The LMS 

oscillator is turned on for a progressively increasing time 

period between sweeps. Also, following the established 

Test Bench test protocol, I no longer use a single added 

mass measurement and instead used actual measured cone 

assembly weight provided by B&C.

Next, I post-processed the 14 550 point stepped sine 

wave sweeps for each sample and divided the voltage curves 

by the current curves to derive impedance curves, phase 

calculated, and, along with the accompanying voltage 

curves, imported to the LEAP 5 Enclosure Shop software. 

Obviously, this is a much more time-consuming process 

than the usual low-voltage impedance curve used for deriv-

ing Thiele/Small parameters. The reason for this, if you 

haven’t been following this column for a few years, is that 

the LEAP 5 methodology results in a much more accurate 

prediction of excursion at high voltage levels, one of the real 

fortes of the LEAP 5 software.

Because most T/S data provided by OEM manufacturers 

is being produced using either a standard method or the 

LEAP 4 TSL model, I additionally produced a LEAP 4 TSL 

model using the 1V free-air curves. I selected the complete 

data set, the multiple voltage impedance curves for the LTD 

model (see Fig. 16 for the woofer 1V free-air impedance 

curve) and the 1V impedance curves for the TSL model in 

the Transducer Derivation menu in LEAP 5, and produced 

the parameters for the computer enclosure simulations. 

Table 2 compares the LEAP 5 LTD and TSL data and fac-

tory parameters for both B&C 18SW115 samples.

Parameter measurement results for the 18SW115 were 

for the 8  version of the driver, while the factory data was 

for an 8  version. Even given this, Qts numbers for my 

measurements were somewhat higher and Vas somewhat 

lower, plus the sensitivity data I derived was 2dB lower than 

the factory data (this is sometimes explained by different 

methods of driving this number). While not identical, it’s 
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obviously close to the factory data (F0/Qt ratios were close), 

despite the fact that the data from B&C was for a different 

Revc model with a 5.3  DCR versus the model I sampled 

with a 3.3  DCR. However, even though the exact fac-

tory data was not available at this time, I proceeded to set 

up computer enclosure simulations using the LEAP LTD 

parameters for Sample 1. This included two vented align-

ments, a 1.72ft3 QB3 box with 15% fiberglass fill material 

tuned to 46.8Hz, and a 2.65ft3 EBS (Extended Bass Shelf ) 

vented alignment enclosure with 15% fiberglass fill material 

and tuned to 45Hz.

Figure 17 displays the results for the 18SW115-4 in 

the QB3 and EBS vented boxes at 2.83V and at a voltage 

level high enough to increase cone excursion to Xmax + 

15% (12.7mm for the 18SW115). This produced a -3dB 

frequency of 68.8Hz (-6dB = 55Hz) for the 1.72ft3 QB3 

enclosure and F3 = 54.6Hz (F6 = 43.6Hz) for the 2.65ft3 

EBS vented simulation.

 TSL model  LTD model  Factory
 Sample 1 sample 2 sample 1 sample 2  

FS 41.7Hz 41.2Hz 41.4Hz 40.2Hz 32Hz      
REVC 3.29 3.30 3.29 3.30 5.3    
Sad 0.120 0.120 0.120 0.120 0.121
QMS 6.31 5.23 5.70 4.99 5.6      
QES 0.41 0.39 0.37 0.36 0.32   
QTS 0.39 0.37 0.35 0.33 0.30         
VAS 107.3 ltr 110.3 ltr 110.4 ltr 117.0 ltr 187 ltr     
SPL 2.83V 94.7dB 94.8dB 95.1dB 95.1dB 97.0dB        
XMAX 11mm 11mm 11mm 11mm 11mm
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FIGURE 16: B&C 18SW115-4 woofer free-air impedance plot.

FIGURE 17: 18SW115-4 computer box simulations (A = vented 1 at 2.83V; 

B = vented 2 at 2.83V; C = vented 1 at 70V; D = vented 2 at 70V).
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Increasing the voltage input to the simulations until 

the maximum linear cone excursion was reached resulted 

in 125dB at 70V for the QB3 enclosure simulation and 

125dB with a 70V input level for the larger vented box (see 

Figs. 18 and 19 for the 2.83V group delay curves and the 

70V excursion curves). If you look at the excursion curves, 

you will see that I cut the simulation off at 70V and 125dB, 

mostly because the power handling is so high for this driver 

and the dynamic range so great that it’s more likely to be 

thermally limited than limited by over excursion.

Klippel analysis for the B&C 18SW115-4 produced 

the Bl(X), Kms(X) and Bl and Kms symmetry range plots 

given in Figs. 20-23. The Bl(X) curve for the 18SW115 

(Fig. 20) is very broad and extremely symmetrical, what 

a loudspeaker engineer would be tempted to call “picture 

perfect.” Looking at the Bl symmetry plot (Fig. 21), this 

curve shows small 1.4mm of forward (coil-out) offset in 

the rest position decreasing to about less than 0.1mm for-

ward offset at 4mm of excursion, and remains negligible 

throughout the operating range of this driver. Figures 22 

and 23 depict the Kms(X) and Kms symmetry range curves 

for the 18SW115.

The Kms(X) curve is as symmetrical as you are probably 

going to see in both directions, with nearly zero offset at 

any coil position which is further confirmed by the Kms 

symmetry curve, almost a straight line at the zero rest  

position. . . my compliments to the chef! Displacement 
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FIGURE 18: Group delay curves for the 2.83V curves in Fig. 17.

FIGURE 19: Cone excursion curves for the 70V curves in Fig. 17.
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FIGURE 20: Klippel Analyzer Bl (X) curve for the B&C 18SW115-4. FIGURE 22: Klippel Analyzer Mechanical Stiffness of Suspension Kms (X) 

curve for the B&C 18SW115-4.

FIGURE 21: Klippel Analyzer Bl symmetry range curve for the 18SW115-4. FIGURE 23: Klippel Analyzer Kms Symmetry Range curve for the 18SW115-4.
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limiting numbers calculated by the Klippel analyzer for 

the 18SW115 were XBl at 70% (Bl decreasing to 70% of 

its maximum value) greater than 13.7mm and for XC at 

50% (compliance decreasing to 50% of its maximum value) 

was also greater than 13.7mm, which means that for the 

18SW115, the compliance and Bl are about equal in terms 

of a causal factor for the prescribed distortion level of 20% 

for subwoofers, but for either element, the contribution is 

several millimeters beyond the physical Xmax. Figure 24 

gives the inductance curve L(X) for the B&C pro sound 

subwoofer. Inductance will typically increase in the rear 

direction from the zero rest position as the voice coil covers 

more pole area unless the driver incorporates a shorting ring. 

Because the 18SW115 does incorporate a demodulation 

ring (shorting ring) in the motor assembly, there is only an 

extremely minor change in inductance, about 0.06mH, from 

Xmax in to Xmax out.

Because the B&C 18SW115 is a subwoofer for use 

mostly below 100-150Hz, I dispensed with the SPL mea-

surements, but also because I don’t keep 18  or 21  size 

cabinets in my inventory of test fixtures. However, Fig. 25 
gives the factory SPL curve, and obviously you could cross 

the product over certainly higher than 100Hz. Without the 

off-axis response it’s not possible to guess what that frequen-

cy would be, but certainly 300-500Hz would be possible.  

Because I decided not to perform SPL measurements, 

I then moved on to the last group of tests which were 

performed using the Listen Inc. SoundCheck analyzer and 

FIGURE 24: Klippel Analyzer L(X) curve for the B&C 18SW115-4.

FIGURE 25: B&C 18SW115-4 factory on-axis frequency response.
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SC-1 microphone (courtesy of Listen Inc.) to measure dis-

tortion. Again, because I am not dealing with frequencies 

much above 100Hz as a subwoofer, I also did not use Listen 

Inc.’s SoundMap software for time frequency presentations. 

Setting up for the distortion measurement consisted of 

mounting the woofer rigidly in free-air, and the SPL set to 

104dB at 1m using a noise stimulus (SoundCheck has a 

software generator and SPL meter as two of its utilities), and 

then measuring the distortion with the Listen Inc. micro-

phone placed 10cm from the dust cap. This produced the 

distortion curves shown in Fig. 26 for the woofer.  

As you can see from the data here, B&C is offering a 

well-designed and extremely robust 18 . For more infor-

mation on this and other pro sound products from B&C, 

contact B&C Speakers N.A., National U.S. Sales Office, 73 

Brand Street, Arlington, MA 02474, (781) 316-0077, Fax 

(781) 316-0078, e-mail rnichols@bcspeakers.com, or visit 

www.bcspeakers.com.                                                  VC
Sample Submission for Test Bench
Test Bench is an open forum for OEM driver manufacturers in the 
industry and all OEMs are invited to submit samples to Voice Coil for 
inclusion in the monthly Test Bench column. Driver samples can be 
for use in any sector of the loudspeaker market including transducers 
for home audio, car audio, pro sound, multimedia, or musical instru-
ment applications. While many of the drivers featured in Voice Coil 
come from OEMs that have a stable catalog of product, this is not a 
necessary criterion for submission. OEM manufacturers are encour-
aged to send samples of woofers, midranges, or tweeters they think are 
representative of their work. However, please contact Voice Coil Editor 
Vance Dickason prior to submission to discuss which drivers are being 
submitted. Samples should be sent in pairs and addressed to:

Vance Dickason Consulting
333 S. State St., #152
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
(503-557-0427)
vdc@northwest.com
All samples must include any published data on the product, pat-

ent information, or any special information necessary to explain the 
functioning of the transducer. This should include details regarding 
the various materials used to construct the transducer such as cone 
material, voice coil former material, and voice coil wire type. For 
woofers and midrange drivers, please include the voice coil height, 
gap height, RMS power handling, and physically measured Mmd 
(complete cone assembly including the cone, surround, spider, and 
voice coil with 50% of the spider, surround, and lead wires removed).FIGURE 26: B&C 18SW115-4 SoundCheck distortion plot.
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Spotlight
 

Mobile Audio Sound  
System Design, Part 1
By Mike Klasco and Steve Tatarunis

�he computer and video monitor industry has more 

than its share of talented electrical engineers. These 

include CPU system designers, video display specialists, 

“SMPS” switching power supply and power management 

guys, and so on, and they cover some of the unique aspects 

of electrical engineering for these products.

Audio product designers also find their way into this 

field. In a product development team, the audio guy might 

be a mechanical engineer (ME), or have an electrical engi-

neering degree (EE), and more than a few have backgrounds 

as musicians and audiophile hobbyists. But for sure, none 

really learned his/her craft during the college years.

If Asian universities are anything like their US counter-

parts, then just finding a course in analog audio is a chal-

lenge, and only a couple of US universities offer courses on 

loudspeaker design. Even then, it is unlikely that the pro-

fessor has ever designed a practical speaker. There are some 

exceptions; a few US universities offer acoustics and elec-

troacoustics degrees. (Gene Patronis at Georgia Tech was 

the exception here—but he passed away a few years ago.) 

In China, Nanjing University offers a strong foundation in 

electroacoustics, but it still takes years of work experience 

for their graduates to become skilled speaker engineers.

Audio sound quality optimization in a smartphone, 

mobile Internet device (MID), netbook, or laptop com-

puter is the focus here. A key concept to understand is 

that there is an audio 
reproduction system in 

these products. The 

function of the sound 

system is clear intelli-

gible speech commu-

nications and aesthet-

ically pleasing music. 

While these goals 

might seem modest in 

2010, there are another half-dozen conflicting requirements 

that result in few mobile audio products actually succeeding 

in satisfying these goals. Specifically:

1. Cost!

2. Internal volume behind the speaker

3. Good speaker sensitivity for low battery drain

4. “Line of sight” between the front of the speaker and 

the listener

5. Adequate amplifier power with low power consump-

tion and low heat

The goal of the first part of this series of articles is not 

to teach how to design a good microspeaker, but rather to 
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provide information on how to design a good mobile audio 

system, touching upon speaker design and speaker enclo-

sure techniques. Part two will cover amplification, signal 

processing, and related issues.

THE MODERN MICROSPEAKER
The need for small extended range speakers is being 

driven by laptop computers, hands-free car kits, portable 

DVD players, iPod docking stations, GPS systems, mobile 

Internet devices, and smartphones.

Today, the challenge is for the 1  to 2  diameter micro-

speaker to reproduce natural voice and music, have reason-

able sensitivity and power handling, and be able to reach 

satisfactory sound levels. All this while maintaining a cost 

range from $.25 to less than $1 for most types.

The headphone and ear-

phone speaker is a derivative of 

the microspeaker, with critical 

variations that we will discuss. 

Generally, in microspeakers 

and headphones, a single dia-

phragm forms the surround, 

diaphragm, and dust cap. The 

voice coil is typically bobbin-

less (also known as monolithic 

or self-supporting). This is a one-point suspension with 

only surround compliance and no spider.

Design, Construction, and Operation
Microspeakers use a fabric 

or film diaphragm without a 

separate dust cap, and do 

not use a spider. The voice 

coil is located at the dome/

dust cap and the outer ring 

of the surround forms the 

compliance. This doughnut 

shaped diaphragm often has 

molded-in tangential creases 

for anti-rocking and stiffness. This technique is also com-

mon to both headphone and dynamic mike elements.

Microspeaker sensitivity can be quite low. For this reason, 

the general practice for measuring these transducers deviates 

from the accustomed 1m/1W standard. Instead, the micro-

phone may be placed 100cm from the speaker and driven 

by a 1W test signal. In spite of the close proximity of the 

microphone, typical sensitivities for microspeakers in this 

ENGINEERED 
TO  PERFORM...

...THE BEAUTY 
OF MUSIC.
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test setup are only 85-87dB. 

For micro-miniature speakers 

such as the NXP that is popu-

lar in cellphones, the sensitiv-

ity is 68dB at 1W/1m—quite 

low—and the F0 is 1000Hz. 

Free air resonance for most 

microspeaker designs typi-

cally runs in the 500-700Hz 

range, but some 40mm designs 

reach below 300Hz. Notably, 

Aurasound (www.aurasound.

com) has some 30mm designs 

that can achieve this extended 

bottom-end.

Diaphragm thickness is a key factor of both bandwidth 

and sensitivity. While the mini speaker has separate sur-

round compliance, the compliance of the microspeaker is 

typically a corrugation of the diaphragm material at the 

outside edge. Alternatively, the diaphragm has a contour 

or roll between the voice coil and the outside edge, and the 

entire area flexes as the compliance.

If you think about it, since the diaphragm and surround 

are common, as the thickness drops, the compliance increases. 

With the minispeaker, as the thickness of the cone is reduced, 

the moving mass drops and the midband efficiency increases 

while the bass (due to over motoring, i.e., a rising Qes) drops 

down. On microspeakers, the opposite is true. As the dia-

phragm thickness drops, the bass really comes up, while the 

midband and top-end also rise. Distortion also tends to rise, 

as the diaphragm becomes too flimsy and there is less control 

of the diaphragm assembly. A key factor to control the bass 

response and F0 and Q is the acoustic resistance scrim, which 

we will cover in the next section on components.

COMPONENTS
1. Diaphragm. The diaphragm is the component of the 

speaker that radiates the sound. It is the most important 

contributor to the sound quality of the speaker. Aside from 

its sound quality, the issues of stability, consistency, and 

temperature tolerance are also important considerations.

Microspeakers of 40mm diameter typically use less than 2 

mil (50 microns) diaphragms and often as thin as 25 microns, 

while headphone elements use 25 microns or 19 microns. 

Tiny earphone diaphragms of about 9mm diameter are 

less than 12 microns. While on the topic of film thickness, 

dynamic mike diaphragms are around 12–16 microns, and 

ECM condenser mike diaphragms around 2 to 8 microns.

While diaphragms come in many different sizes, there 

are only two common shapes: round and oval (“race track”). 

These shapes both work well, but high aspect ratio shapes 

for oval speakers can have more problems. Extremely shallow 

diaphragms are weaker, but contours can provide strength.

2. The Voice Coil. Most voice coils in microspeakers are 

formed of a helically wound wire of two layers (one down 

and the other back up). Depending on the speaker design, 

the coil is self-supporting or has a former material coated 

with a thin layer of adhesive on one side, then B-staged 
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(dried at low temperature without curing the adhesive). 

These materials may be cut to the required dimensions 

from master rolls or large sheets of material, using a shear, 

roll slitter, rotary die, or steel rule die. Although some users 

cut materials in-house, the majority receive it cut into 

“blanks” by the vendor (converter), because it requires a 

high degree of accuracy. 

These voice coil blanks are wrapped around tubular 

steel or aluminum winding-mandrels (also called arbors, 

or tools) at which point their name changes from blank to 

former. The former is wetted with solvent (such as acetone/

alcohol) either by brush, spray, or by in-line wetting of the 

insulated, adhesive coated wire with solvent.

An alternative production technique involves using a 

former that has been spiral-wound into tubes (or the resin 

extruded into tubes) and chopped to final dimensions. Well-

made tubular formers can simplify automated assembly, 

although poorly made tubes can be a disaster. Spiral-wound 

voice coil tubes are available in various papers, Nomex, and 

as laminates of Nomex and aluminum. Tubular formers are 

wound with B-staged adhesive on the outside, and tubular 

collars have their adhesive on the inside.

Conductor—Typical microspeakers use copper (Cu) alloy 

wire. Alternatively, copper clad aluminum wire (CCA or CuAl) 

provides lighter weight, resulting in about +1dB sensitivity. 

CCA wire is weaker and softer than Cu wire, so special tech-

niques are used by the speaker factory for reliable construction.

Insulation coating/temperature rating—The conduc-

tor (wire) has a film insulation coating. In the past, 105  

C was adequate for microspeakers, but with higher power 

amplifiers in mobile products 150  C or 180  C is becom-

ing more common. The wire insulation film thickness 

remains the same as 105  C coating, but a higher perfor-

mance insulation coating is used for this increase in thermal 

power handling.

Outer bond coat (lock and SV)—The adhesive for the 

voice coil wire is often coated onto the insulated wire. The 

adhesive is solvent activated during the voice coil winding 

operation. General use “lock” adhesive is typical, but for 

higher performance microspeakers, SV high temperature 

outer bond coat is used.

3. The Magnet. Ferrite has never dominated mini and 

microspeakers as it has the rest of the speaker industry. 

Because of their inherent magnetic self-shielding, Alnico or 

neo slugs in a steel pot structure were commonly used in CRT 

computer monitors and TVs. Another issue is that a decent 

ferrite structure will be larger in size and weight than its neo 

counterpart; this has implications toward mounting depth, 

available enclosure volume, and overall product weight.

4. The Acoustic Resistance Scrim. The microspeaker 

diaphragm radiates almost as much backward as forward. 

Because there is not a damper (spider) to control the set-

tling time (decay) of the diaphragm, a scrim of woven or 

non-woven mesh is used to cover the open “windows” of 

the basket. The higher the acoustical resistance of the mesh, 

the tighter the resulting bass response. Too closed, and the 

bass will be thin, too open and the diaphragm will be under-

damped and under poor control. Woven scrims provide 
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significantly higher consistency and are typically used for 

higher quality products. Saatitech of Italy is the source for 

acoustic meshes for headphone vents, wind screens, micro-

speaker meshes, and so on. (http://www.saatiamericas.com/

SaatiTech/applications.html)

5. Ferrofluid (optional). Ferrofluids have been used in 

traditional loudspeaker designs for over 30 years. Recently, 

some innovative approaches to the application of ferro-

fluid in microspeakers have found commercial success. Two 

examples follow.

Coating the pole piece: Because the microspeaker has a 

single-point suspension, its voice coil is more susceptible to 

radial and rocking modes in the air gap, which increases the 

potential for the coil to come into contact with the metal 

parts of the magnet structure.

A high viscosity coating—specifically ferrofluid—on the 

pole piece minimizes contact-related buzz but does not fill 

the ID or OD of the air gap so there is no fluid splash or 

parameter shift. Production engineering of ferrofluid for 

microspeakers, hearing aids, and headsets is still a propri-

etary technology, but has been used in mass production by 

both Sennheiser and Knowles. (http://www.sennheiserusa.

com/home and http://www.Knolwes.com/search/)

Additionally, this approach can help us to improve the 

sensitivity of the design by reducing the width of the air gap.

a. Tighten gap to increase B (flux)

b. Bobbinless self-supporting voice coil (no bobbin mass)

c. Thinner gauge wire

d. CCA wire

e. Coat the pole piece with ferrofluid

Single-sided filling: In this approach, the ferrofluid is 

applied either to the space between the coil OD and top 

plate or coil ID and pole piece, but not both. By filling 

one side of the gap, you are able to take advantage of the 

benefits of ferrofluid (heat transfer, damping, and voice 

coil centering) without the usual concerns for added vent-

ing to prohibit ferrofluid splash. http://www.ferrotec.com/

products/ferrofluid/

THE SUB-ENCLOSURE
With the speaker selected for the design, what’s next? The 

raw driver might have acceptable performance when mea-

sured on a standard baffle, but things can change dramatically 

once you place the driver into the product. The space behind 

the driver (size, shape, proximity to the driver, and so on) can 

have a profound impact on the performance of the driver as 

can its mounting location relative to the user. Therefore, the 

designer must pay close attention to where the speaker will 

be located on the product and what is going on around it.

Again, we are preaching our “systems approach” to audio 

design, where enclosure design should be considered during the 

industrial design and internal layout portion of the development 

process. More often than not, the audio designer is presented 

with a completed industrial design and layout and is told to 

make the system work within these constraints. However, if con-

sideration for the audio system is made earlier in the design pro-

cess, the end result will be a better sounding/performing system.
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Ideally, the speaker should be facing the user—not away 

or downward. Downward-facing speakers are the latest 

trend in large-screen TVs—Ughh. Direct sound is always 

better and more intelligible than reflected sound. If there 

is a microphone in the system, speaker and mike location 

should be optimized to avoid feedback.

A grille or screen is needed to protect the microspeaker’s 

delicate diaphragm from potential damage. While it is easy 

enough to design a bunch of holes into the housing mold tool 

and call it a “grille,” oftentimes the thickness and open area 

of the grille are not optimized for good audio performance.

As a rule of thumb, the more open area you can have in 

front of the speaker, the better. Thirty percent open is gener-

ally accepted as the minimum recommended area. Anything 

less than 30% can noticeably impact the speaker’s perfor-

mance, particularly its time (impulse) response. In addition 

to the percentage of open area, another important dimen-

sion is the grille’s thickness. An overly thick grille can lose its 

acoustic transparency and color the output of the speaker.

Ideally, an open mesh screen or perforated aluminum 

grille in front of the speaker will yield the best results, but 

this may not always be practical. 

As mentioned earlier, what’s going on behind the speaker 

can have a significant impact on its output. There are sev-

eral options available to the designer:

Use the entire product enclosure for internal back 
chamber. While this is the simplest approach, it is the least 

desirable from a performance standpoint. By not isolating the 

speaker from the rest of the internal volume, you are exposing 

the speaker to losses caused by air leaks in the enclosure as well 

as increasing the potential for unwanted buzzes and rattles.

Create a sub-enclosure behind the speaker. By creat-

ing a sub-enclosure behind the speaker, you can balance 

the Thiele/Small parameters of the speaker (electrical and 

mechanical losses) with that of the enclosure to optimize the 

low-frequency response from the speaker. A sub-enclosure 

can also help to isolate the speaker from the rest of the chas-

sis, reducing the potential for spurious buzzes and rattles.

The type of enclosure depends on the designer’s prefer-

ence and available space. An acoustic suspension design 

will be the simplest to implement, but if a ported or passive 

radiator design is required, then the complexity of the sub-

enclosure will increase accordingly.

In part 2 we take a look at signal processing and ampli-

fication for mobile audio devices.                                VC
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Acoustic Patents 
By James Croft

�he following loudspeaker-related patents were filed 

primarily under the Office of Patent and Trademarks 

classification 181 for acoustical devices and 381 for electri-

cal-signal processing systems and HO4R for international 

patents. This also includes new patent applications that are 

published in the Patent Application Journal.  

GENERATING DEVICE FOR GENERATING 

A USEFUL STREAM OF A MEDIUM, IN 

PARTICULAR FOR GENERATING SOUND

Patent Number: US 7,667,370, granted February 23, 2010

Inventor: Josef Lutz (Vienna, AT)

Assignee: NXP B.V. (Eindhoven, NL)

Filed: January 27, 2003

US Class: 310/317; 381/97 11 Claims, 6 drawings

ABSTRACT FROM PATENT
A generating device (1) for generating a useful stream of 

a medium (2) comprises at least a medium stream source 

(14) for generating a high-frequency medium stream (15) 

and at least a medium stream diode (36, 37) for cooperat-

ing with the generated medium stream (15), and at least 

one medium stream sink (40, 41) for cooperating with the 

medium stream influenced by the medium stream diodes 

(36, 37), wherein the at least one medium stream sink (40, 

41) suppresses high-frequency stream components in the 

medium stream such that a useful medium stream (2) in a 

low-frequency range is obtained.

INDEPENDENT CLAIMS
“1. A generating device (1) for generating a useful stream 

of a medium (2) comprising: at least a medium stream 

source (14) for generating at least a medium stream (15) in 

mutually opposed flow directions (16), modulating a first 

signal laying within a first frequency range to generate a 

second signal laying within a second frequency range, and 

alternating the mutually opposed flow directions (16) of the 

medium stream with the second signal lying within the sec-

ond frequency range, said second frequency range covering 

frequencies that lie above those of the first frequency range; 

at least a medium stream diode (22; 25; 36, 37) provided, 

constructed and arranged for cooperating with a stream of 

a medium generated by the at least one medium stream 

source working counter to said stream of the medium with 

flow resistances, and generating a total medium stream 

flowing in a transmission direction of the at least one 

medium stream diode; and at least one medium stream sink 

(23, 24; 40, 41) provided, constructed, and arranged for 

cooperating with the total medium stream generated by the 

at least one medium stream diode, suppressing stream com-

ponents within the second frequency range contained in 

the total medium stream, and generating the useful stream 

of the medium (2) in the first frequency range without the 

stream components within the second frequency range at 

an output of the at least one medium stream sink (23; 40).

“8. A generating device (1) as claimed in claim 7, wherein 

at least one air flow chamber (30; 30, 35) extending parallel 

to the mutually opposed flow directions (16) is provided, 

wherein the at least one air flow chamber has at least one 

boundary wall that extends parallel to the mutually opposed 

flow directions (16) and that is formed by a membrane 

(31) of the ultrasound source (14), wherein the membrane 

is capable of vibration, and wherein the at least one air 

flow chamber has at least one boundary wall (32, 33) that 

extends transversely to the mutually opposed flow directions 

(16) and that comprises a plurality of acoustic diodes (36, 

37), while a sink chamber (40, 41) forming an ultrasound 

sink is provided at least one boundary wall (32, 33) com-

prising a plurality of acoustic diodes (36, 37).”

REVIEWER COMMENTS
Of all the attributes of a loudspeaker, achieving deep bass 

from a small, efficient structure has to be one of the holiest 

of grails.  There have been many attempts, incorporating 

various enclosure types, active systems with high back 

EMF transducers, modulated airstreams, fan-based systems, 

negative spring systems, out-phasing techniques, and vari-

ous internal mediums (super compliant modules, carbon 

granules, various gases and vacuums). An approach that 

appears to have garnered much less attention is a technique 

of utilizing ultrasonic transduction to generate low frequen-

cies. One reason that makes this approach non-intuitive is 

that the volume velocity output of “indirect” high frequency 

systems tends to be much smaller than that of conventional 

woofer systems operating at “direct” low frequencies. 

An example of such an “ultrasonic to audio” converter 

is the parametric loudspeaker, which operates at ultra-

sonic frequencies that are modulated at an audio rate. 

Unfortunately, the system’s volume velocity capability at 

100Hz corresponds to the volume velocity generated at 

the ultrasonic carrier frequency. A constant volume veloc-

ity ultrasonic system has an inherent limitation of a 12dB 

per octave high-pass characteristic, such that even with a 

starting level of 140dB at a carrier frequency of 40kHz, the 

approximate audio generated at 39Hz is a mere 20dB. If 

you operate a tweeter at 20kHz, the volume component of 

its output is that of the air displaced in each half cycle, with 

that volume displacement being neutralized, or cancelled, 

by each opposite polarity half cycle.

As an analogy, using a thimble simulating a 1 in2 surface 

area (~1.6  diameter dome) tweeter operating at 20kHz to 

put water in a tub versus a large bucket simulating a 100 

in2 surface area (~11.28  diameter cone) woofer operat-

ing at 20Hz. For the tweeter, the positive cycle would be 

analogous to putting a thimble full in the tub, and taking 

that same thimble full out of the tub on each negative cycle. 

If you did this with a large bucket (simulating the woofer), 

each positive cycle you would have a full bucket of water in 

the tub and then be removed on the negative cycle.  

For a 50ms period of one 20Hz cycle, using the woofer/

bucket, you would have a maximum of one bucket full 

put in, and taken out, every cycle. With a tweeter/thimble, 
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operating at 20kHz, you would put a thimble-full in and 

take it out of the tub 1,000 times, but you would never 

have more than the volume of the thimble in the tub at any 

given time. Considering the diaphragm area of the tweeter 

being 100 times less than the woofer, you would never have 

more than 1/100 the cubic volume of fluid displacement 

(assuming equivalent excursion). Because all analogies break 

down, please excuse the weaknesses associated with this one.

What if you could somehow change the situation, so that 

you could put our 1,000 thimbles full of water into the tub, 

for each 20Hz cycle, but could avoid taking them out of 

the tub for the complete duration of one 20Hz cycle? You 

would have 10 times more volume of fluid “displaced” into 

the tub with the fast thimble/tweeter than with the woofer/

bucket. Essentially, that is what this invention is attempt-

ing to do. Referring to the drawing of Fig. 1, piezoelectric 

diaphragm 31 operates at a high frequency, somewhat like a 

micro-pump, utilizing acoustic diodes 36 and 37, to pull air 

in from source chamber 41 and push air out into chamber 

40, to maintain a single polarity flow, while the ultrasonic 

diaphragm is operating in both polarities. Theoretically, 

this allows you to realize a “single polarity” tweeter/thimble 

to “build up” the volume displacement using multiple, 

small summations at a high frequency rate to achieve low 

frequency outputs equivalent to direct low frequency trans-

ducers. You may incorporate reversible acoustic diodes, or 

deploy two systems of opposite polarity to generate positive 

and negative low-frequency waveforms. There are many 

clever operational enhancement subtleties disclosed, such as 

harnessing ultrasonic standing waves in the small chambers 

to achieve greater output.

Obviously, there is much complexity and many difficulties 

associated with optimizing these types of systems. Of the many 

ways to realize acoustic diodes, most are not particularly ideal. 

And, from an implementation standpoint, while the trans-

ducer itself may be able to be quite small, the isolation of front/

positive and rear/negative waveforms, at low frequencies, has 

essentially the same requirements as standard speakers, i.e., large 

baffles, or enclosures are needed to isolate the two waveform 

polarities and keep them from cancelling at low frequencies.

FIGURE 1: US Patent 7,667,370
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There are many previous inventors that have filed for 

patents on these types of systems such as Oscar Bschorr 

and Hans Raida in Germany (see European Application 

EP114507 “Sound Generator with a Pump Actuator”). Also, 

there are many competing variations of ultrasonic to audio 

transduction systems that have been presented, including 

“A Proposal for Low Frequency Loudspeaker Design Using 

Ultrasonic Motor” Juro Ohga, et al., presented at the 119th 

AES convention. As you may have noticed, there continues to 

be an absence of any practical systems of this type in the mar-

ketplace. As intriguing as these concepts are, it doesn’t appear 

that anything is going to displace a standard cone woofer 

mounted in your favorite enclosure type anytime soon.  

ELECTRONIC APPARATUS HAVING SPEAKER 

UNIT INCORPORATED THEREIN

Patent Number: US 7,677,354

Inventors: Yasuo Osada (Saitama, JP), Yutaka Sato  

  (Kanagawa, JP)

Assignee: Sony Corporation (JP)

Filed/Priority Date: March 23, 2004, Granted: March 16, 2010

US Class: 181/156 

16 Drawings, 5 Claims, 9 drawings

REVIEWER COMMENTS
Disclosed is a loudspeaker enclosure incorporating a 

structure in which the inside of a cabinet having a 

woofer transducer (and optionally, an amplifier) is effec-

tively cooled. The speaker cabinet has at least two bass-reflex 

ducts. One duct is used for air-discharge, through which 

air in the cabinet is discharged by a fan unit, and another 

bass-reflex duct is used for air-intake. Thus, the loudspeaker 

components and any active electronics inside of the speaker 

cabinet are effectively cooled while optimizing the cabinet 

as a bass-reflex system.

While there have been previous systems with passive 

cooling by way of dual bass reflex ports, one place above 

the other to activate effective interior/exterior air exchange 

(for example, see US Application 2004/0017924, “Speaker 

Installation and Method,” Kuratani, et al.), this patent 

includes at least one active fan to mobilize internal air flow.  

One of the issues that is not addressed is the fact that 

if you use the fan too close to the ingress of the port, the 

performance of the bass reflex system will be compromised. 

But, if the fan is too far away from the port, then it will 

tend to merely circulate the air inside the cabinet, instead 

of exchanging it with the exterior. You can imagine many 

possible solutions to this problem, but the issue is not effec-

tively addressed in the patent text.

Incidentally, most embodiments in the specification 
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FIGURE 2: US Patent 7,677,354.
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describe the use of just one fan to mobilize air movement 

through the two ports. The claims are limited to the use 

of at least one fan per port. Evidently, the patent examiner 

found a single fan to be too obvious in light of the prior 

art, so the claims are restricted to requiring the use of at 

least two fans, one near each port. So, if you wish to do so, 

there are many ways you could utilize a single fan and not 

infringe on the claims of the patent. Unfortunately, for the 

inventor, that makes the basic, useful concept available to 

anyone who wishes to use it.

ULTRASONIC TRANSDUCER FOR PARAMETRIC ARRAY

Patent Number: US 7,657,044

Inventors: Frank Joseph Pompeii (Wayland, Mass.)

Assignee: Holocene Research Labs (Watertown, Mass.)

Filed: July 30, 2004, Granted: February 2, 2010

Current Class: 381/191 

12 Claims, 4 drawings

Reviewer Comments 
Disclosed is a large area, electrostatic, ultrasonic trans-

ducer for use in a parametric loudspeaker system. The goal is 

to have a reduced cost of manufacture compared to prior art 

approaches to using electrostatic transducers in parametric 

systems. Parametric loudspeakers require very high ultrason-

ic outputs (greater than 130dB) to be able to generate useful 

audio of 75dB or more. This tends to require the use of a 

rather large radiating area, on the order of 100 in2 or more.
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Standard, off-the-shelf ultrasonic transducers tend to 

be very small, usually less than 2 in2 of diaphragm area. 

The inventor, Joseph Pompeii, of Holocene Research Labs, 

was one of the first US companies (along with American 

Technology Corporation) to offer a commercially viable 

parametric loudspeaker for sale. 

In Holocene’s first devices they utilized an array of 51 

separate electrostatic transducers, designed, and originally 

marketed, by Polaroid for use as range finders in cameras. 

The price of each was such that by the time you incorpo-

rated an array of 50 of them in a parametric loudspeaker, 

system cost was quite high. The original Polaroid device is 

a single-ended electrostatic transducer with a concentrically 

grooved back-plate and a conductively coated, thin film 

diaphragm. The invention basically utilizes the original 

Polaroid structural concept, but while retaining the indi-

vidual back-plates (51 in one example) the new transducer 

uses a single, large thin film diaphragm stretched over the 

full array of transducers to form a single-diaphragm, mul-

tiple back-plate architecture.

Specifically, the structure of the ultrasonic transducer of 

the patent includes a first isolative retaining layer, a second 

isolative retaining layer, and a single, large area vibrator film 

layer sandwiched between the first and second retaining lay-

ers. The first retaining layer includes a plurality of formed 

apertures, and the second retaining layer includes a second 

group of formed apertures formed, in which the second 

apertures are substantially in registration with the first. 

Additionally, there is a first cover having a plurality of con-

nected spring/back-plate assemblies (to achieve tension of the 

film diaphragm against the back-plate) and a second cover.

The combination of the first retaining layer, the vibra-

tor film layer, and the second retaining layer is sandwiched 

between the first and second cover portions of the transducer. 

The laminated construction allows the formation of what is 

effectively an array of ultrasonic film transducers while utiliz-

ing a single, large piece of film as the diaphragm. The device 

works at least as well as the original individual ultrasonic trans-

ducers, and provides a significant reduction in cost.             VC
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Spotlight

Target SPL and Required 
Amplifier Size
By Charlie Hughes
�
#n a previous article (Loudspeaker Sensitivity: What’s 
a Watt Anyway? April 2010 Voice Coil), I examined the 
topic of loudspeaker sensitivity and how it may or may 
not relate to the overall sound pressure level (SPL) 
produced by a loudspeaker. One of the conclusions of 
that article is that the SPL produced depends on the 
spectral content of the signal driving the loudspeaker. 
Thus, having knowledge of the driving signal (i.e., 
program material) or being able to make an educated 
assumption about it may aid in the design of a loud-
speaker or sound reinforcement system so that the 
required bandwidth and SPL is delivered to the audi-
ence. The output capability of the amplifier driving 
the loudspeaker is of equal importance to achieving 
the target SPL from the direct field of a loudspeaker. 
This can also be related to the driving signal or the 
intended program material.

TOASTER TEST 

Pat Brown authored a very interesting and 
enlightening article (Loudspeaker Toaster, Syn-Aud-
Con Newsletter, Vol.34, No.1, Winter 2006) on 
testing loudspeakers to determine what I refer to 
as their maximum usable continuous output SPL 
(SPLMUCO). While a loudspeaker may be capable of 

producing greater continuous SPL, it is accompanied 
by significant changes (greater than 3dB) in the 
transfer function (frequency response) of the 
loudspeaker. For most applications this is undesirable 
and thus deemed not usable. This “toaster test” 
primarily focuses on the thermal effects the input 
signal has on the loudspeaker system; the individual 
driver’s voice coils, the resultant impedance increase, 
and the passive crossover components (if present). 

The result of the toaster test yields a maximum 
RMS voltage (max Vrms) that can be applied to the 
loudspeaker without driving it past the SPLMUCO. 
You can then use this max Vrms to calculate an 
equivalent amplifier size (EAS) which can deliver the 
max Vrms when driven by this same test signal. This 
signal, by the way, is specified by the standard IEC 
60268. It is a broadband, shaped noise signal with 
a spectral content that is the average of a variety of 
program material, including both speech and several 
different types of music. This test signal has a crest 
factor of 6dB.

CREST FACTOR

You need to understand crest factor, so let me 
briefly explain it. The crest factor of a signal is simply 
the difference between the RMS level and the peak 
level of the signal. A square wave has a crest factor 
of 0dB; it has the same RMS level as its peak level. A 
sine wave has a crest factor of 3dB; that is, its RMS 
level is 3dB less than its peak level. For more complex 
waveforms, the crest factor may be different, and is 
usually higher.

Many waveform editing programs have analysis 
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FIGURE 1: Square wave (blue), sine wave (red), and IEC268 noise (green), all with the same peak level, 0dB.
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capabilities that will calculate the RMS and peak levels 
of an entire .wav file or a selected segment. In Fig. 

1 you see 100ms segments of a 100Hz square wave, 
a 100Hz sine wave, and IEC60268 noise. All of the 
signals shown have been normalized to have a peak 
level of 0dB.

Now that you understand crest factor, you can 
use the results of the toaster test performed on 
a particular loudspeaker to help determine the 
required amplifier size for our sound reinforcement 
system design. Differences between the spectral 
content of your program material and that of 
the signal used for the toaster test to determine 
max Vrms may lead to inaccuracies in my results. 
However, as long as these spectral differences are 
not dramatic, the results should be reasonably valid. 
Alternatively, you may carry out a toaster test using 
a test signal having a spectral content more closely 
resembling the intended program material for the 
application at hand.

For my application the program material to be 
reproduced by the loudspeaker system will be live 
speech or music, with little or no compression 
(amplitude compression, not data compression). 
This should give a relatively broadband signal very 
similar to the IEC 60268 specified noise signal. 
However, the signal will have a crest factor of 
approximately 15dB. A time domain comparison 
of this type of signal to the IEC268 noise and a sine 
wave is shown in Fig. 2. Here again the peak level of 
all three signals is 0dB. It should be easy to see that 
the RMS level of this new speech signal is much less 
than the noise.

LOUDSPEAKER SPL

The loudspeaker I have selected has a reasonably 
flat frequency response from 50Hz–12kHz and a 
sensitivity of 98dB referenced to 2.83V RMS at 1m. 
At a distance of 10m this loudspeaker will reproduce 
the IEC268 noise at 78dB SPL when driven with an 
input of 2.83V RMS. Measure this at 10m to ensure 
that you are in the far-field for this loudspeaker. It will 
also reproduce the speech signal at 78dB SPL at 10m 
when driven with an input of 2.83V RMS. 

The reason the measured SPL is the same for both 
signals is that the RMS input voltage is the same. 
SPL measured with a slow integration time, which I 
am referencing here, will correspond well with the 
RMS value of the input voltage. This is why an RMS 
meter on a mixing console may be used as a fairly 
good indicator of SPL once it has been referenced 
to a particular SPL. Of course, at high input voltage 
levels the output of the loudspeaker may not remain 
completely linear and some power compression may 
occur. 

When each of these signals is at the same RMS 
level, as described previously with the input to the 
loudspeaker, their peak levels will be different. This 
is shown in Fig. 3. Here the RMS level of each signal 
is the same. Now you can see that to cleanly pass 
the speech signal without clipping I will need a much 
larger amplifier than required to pass the IEC268 
noise cleanly; but exactly how large?

The sound system design requirements dictate that 
the loudspeaker needs to produce approximately 
88dB SPL at 20m with your speech program material. 
At half this distance, 10m, this equates to 94dB. You 

FIGURE 2: Sine wave (red), IEC268 noise (green), and speech (black), all with the same peak level, 0dB.
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know the loudspeaker will produce 78dB at 10m 
when driven with 2.83V RMS. You need an additional 
16dB, or 17.9V RMS, to reach 94dB SPL at 10m.

This loudspeaker has a rated maximum input of 
32V RMS as determined by the toaster test. This 
gives 21dB of gain relative to 2.83V RMS without 
the thermal limitations of the loudspeaker causing 
its response to change by more than 3dB. This tells 
me the loudspeaker can produce the SPL required. 
In fact, it can be driven 5dB harder. This is good, 
because thus far I have not accounted for any power 
compression that may occur.

Because the toaster test limits the response change 
of the loudspeaker to no more than 3dB, you are 
assured that this is the maximum SPL reduction that 
will be encountered. It is much more likely that this 
3dB variation will occur not over the entire frequency 
range of the loudspeaker, but instead over a limited 
bandwidth. This being the case, the overall SPL 
reduction will typically be much less. If you know the 
SPLMUCO of the loudspeaker when driven at max 
Vrms, then you can calculate the resulting reduction 
in SPL due to the thermal effects. Including this data 
on the loudspeaker specification sheet as well as the 
data files for room modeling programs may be helpful 
in this regard.

The max Vrms and SPLMUCO ratings for the 
loudspeaker characterize its performance for one 
scenario, or type of input signal. You can morph these 
ratings into other scenarios by changing the crest 
factor, distance, and desired SPL. This can be done 
mentally if you are proficient in decibel notation. The 
following example shows how to calculate this.

AMP SIZE

To determine the size of the amplifier needed to 
pass the speech signal without clipping, look at the 
signal’s crest factor, which is 15dB. You can calculate 
the peak voltage required from the amplifier using 
the following equation: 

Vpeak = Vrms 
(CF/20)

For the 15dB crest factor speech signal and 
required RMS voltage of 17.9V RMS, this gives a 
peak voltage requirement of 101 Vpeak. A sine 
wave, with its 3dB crest factor, which has this 
same peak voltage of 101 Vpeak, will have an RMS 
voltage of 71.4V RMS. An amplifier rated to deliver 
638W into an 8  load will meet this requirement. 
This is quite a bit larger than the equivalent 
amplifier size of 256W for this loudspeaker as 
determined by the toaster method using a 6dB 
crest factor signal.

A somewhat more direct method to determine 
the required amplifier size is given by the following 
equation:

RAS = EAS  10 ((CF-6dB- Gain possible + Gain required)10)

where:
EAS is the equivalent amplifier size given in the CLF 
file for the loudspeaker. 
CF is the crest factor of the anticipated program 
material. GainPossible is the gain given in the CLF 
file based on the maximum Vrms. GainRequired is 
the gain required for the loudspeaker to reach the 
desired SPL. Subtracting 6dB in the exponent of 
this equation is necessary because that is the crest 

FIGURE 3: Sine wave (red), IEC268 noise (green), and speech (black), all with the same RMS level, -15dB.
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factor of the signal used during the toaster test to 
determine the max Vrms, and subsequently EAS and 
GainRequired. For our example system design these 
values would be:

EAS = 256W
CF = 15dB
GainPossible = 21dB
GainRequired = 16dB

So, RAS = 256W  10 ((15dB-6dB-21dB+16dB)/10)

which reduces to RAS = 256W  10 (0.4)= 256 at  
2.51 = 643W

There is a slight difference, most probably due 
to rounding, between this value and the previously 
calculated 638W. This difference is not significant 
being less than 0.04dB. A 600 – 700W power 
amplifier is not exceeding large or difficult to obtain, 
so it may make for a good design decision to go this 
route. What if the same loudspeaker was used in an 
application requiring greater SPL? 

Say you needed 91dB SPL at 20m. This is 
equivalent to 97dB at 10m. This loudspeaker will 
require 19dB of gain to achieve this. Let me also 
account for some SPL loss due to power compression 
by adding another 2dB. This brings you to 21dB of 
gain required. Coincidentally, this is the limit of the 
gain possible for this loudspeaker, 21dB. For this 
higher required SPL you have:

RAS = 256W  10 ((15dB-6dB-21dB+21dB)/10) = 256W 
 10(0.9) = 256W  7.94 = 2.033W

This is a much larger power amp! But this is 
required to cleanly pass the 15dB crest factor 
program material without clipping. When this 
amplifier is supplying the required RMS voltage 
to achieve the desired SPL, the voltage peaks 
delivered to the loudspeaker will be approximately 
180 Vpeak! Many loudspeakers can withstand 
short, transient peaks of very high voltage. This 
will depend on the frequency content and time 
duration of the peaks as well as the loudspeaker 
design. It is always best to check with the 
manufacturer first or test the peak capabilities of 
the loudspeaker yourself before deploying such a 
system.

There are several items that you should keep in 
mind, in addition to the ones already mentioned, 

when sizing an amplifier with this method.
1. The spectral content of the program material is very 

important. If it is not similar to IEC268 noise, you 
should conduct a toaster test on the loudspeaker 
in question with 6dB crest factor noise of the 
appropriate spectrum. The reason for this is two-fold:
A. If there is too much voltage supplied to a 

loudspeaker driver in the frequency region 
close to or below its resonance frequency, 
the excursion of the driver may exceed its 
safe operating limits. This could result in 
mechanical damage to the driver. A peak 
output capabilities test is also very helpful in 
this regard.

B. If there is not enough voltage supplied to a 
loudspeaker driver in the frequency region 
close to its resonance frequency, relative 
to the overall RMS voltage, there may not 
be sufficient motion of the voice coil to 
adequately cool it. This could result in thermal 
damage to the driver.

2. When using larger amplifiers it is important to 
not allow them to be overdriven and clip. This 
can increase the RMS voltage delivered to the 
loudspeaker and exceed its max Vrms.

3. A decrease in the crest factor of the program 
material, due to either compression or different 
program material, may result in a greater RMS 
voltage delivered to the loudspeaker than its 
max Vrms. This will occur when the amplifier 
is driven just to, but not beyond, the point 
of clipping with a signal having a lower crest 
factor. This may result in the response of the 
loudspeaker changing by more than 3dB and also 
possible damage to the loudspeaker. Care should 
be taken in the system design to minimize the 
possibility of this occurring. Both RMS and peak 
limiters with appropriate time constants may be 
useful in this respect. 
I have examined a method to help determine the 

required amplifier size so that a given loudspeaker 
reproducing a given signal may achieve a target SPL 
at a specified distance and shown an example of how 
to calculate this. I have also touched on some of 
the reasons why you must be careful when driving 
loudspeakers with the very large amplifiers that may 
result from employing this method. I hope this method 
will be useful to those designing and deploying sound 
reinforcement and playback systems.                      VC
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